Abstract. Let ßf and 3? be Hubert spaces, and suppose A e ¿¡¡¡(P?) and B e 3&(S?) are selfadjoint operators with dist(a(,4), a(B)) > S > 0. It is known that for any Q € 3S(3t, ¿F) we must have \\\AQ -QB\\ > S\\Q\\. In this paper we give examples proving that n/2 is sharp in this inequality.
Introduction
In 1983 Bhatia, Davis, and Mclntosh (see [3] ) proved the following Theorem. Suppose %? and J? are Hubert spaces, and let A € ¿ß(%?) and B e 3 §(J?) be selfadjoint operators with dist(a(^l), o(B)) > ô > 0. Then there is some constant c (independent of A and B) suchthat c\\\AQ-QB\\\ > ¿|||ß||| for any Q e 3 §(3£, 2?) and any unitary invariant norm ||| • III • We will say a norm is unitary invariant, or ui, if 111UTV\\\ -\\\T\\\ whenever U and V are unitary. Let c be the smallest constant such that, with A, Q, and B as above, the inequality (*) cllMQ-ß*||| > «HI holds for arbitrary ui norms. In [3] the authors establish 1.22 < c < 2, and in [7] Sz.-Nagy proves c < n/2. (This also follows from his earlier paper [6] .) The purpose of this paper is to prove c = n/2. To do this we give « x « matrices A", Q", and Bn such that A" and Bn are selfadjoint and <5||Ö«II/M«on -QnBn\\ -* n/2 as « -» oo. Here || • || is the operator norm, and since this is unitary invariant it follows that n/2 is sharp in (*). This inequality can be viewed as geometrical in nature. As seen from [3, 4] , it is an important tool in the analysis of the spectral variation of selfadjoint or normal operators. It is well known that if a selfadjoint matrix S undergoes a small selfadjoint perturbation H then its eigenvalues cannot change very much. Results of this nature, for example, are surveyed in [1, Chapter 3] . Eigenvectors, however, can rotate through a large angle. For instance, two operators very close to /, and thus close to each other, could still have eigenspaces far apart. But suppose a(S) can be divided into two or more parts separated from each other.
Then for T = S + H, o(T) must have corresponding separated parts when \\\H\\\ is small, and a spectral subspace for one part of o(T) must be almost orthogonal to a spectral subspace for a different part of a(S). In this case, then, a small perturbation cannot rotate a spectral projection through a large angle. While bounds on the variation of a (S) are classical, bounds on the variation of spectral projections are newer and are obtained as a corollary to the AQ -QB inequality. Furthermore, this inequality and its corollaries can be generalized to yield important bounds on the variation of both the spectrum and the spectral subspaces of a normal operator. These results are chiefly developed in [3, 4] , and the discussions in [ 1, Chapter 4; 2] explain their interconnections very well.
In the examples below, if « is understood we let (mf) denote the « x « matrix whose entry in the zth row and y'th column is a¡j. The following discussion was first presented in my doctoral dissertation at the University of Illinois. Each column has norm (2(1 + 1/32 + 1/52 H-))1/2 = n/2, and by Proposition 1 the columns are mutually orthogonal. Thus T is a multiple of a unitary operator on /2(Z) and ||P|| = n/2. Since C" is a submatrix of T for any ft, ||C"||<7r/2.
Furthermore, ||C"|| increases because C" is a submatrix of C"+i . By considering the lengths of the columns of C" , it is immediate that ||C"|| / n/2 as « -> oo. D Proposition 3. For Qn as above, ||ß"|| / n2/4 as n -» oo. Proof. We know that f ||C"|| > ||ß"||, and so by Proposition 2 we have 7r2/4 > ||ß"|| for each «. Furthermore ||ß"|| increases because each Qn is a submatrix of ß/i+i • We will show that for any e > 0 there is some n such that ||ß"|| > n2/4 -e. To this end define s" and note that {s"} / n2/4 as « If y i is the z'th component of y observe that y2, yn > sx. Similarly, y3, yn-\ > $2, y*, y<i-i > ^3 > and so on. If e > 0, choose p large enough so that sp > n2/4 -e. Then take r so large that y/r/y/r + 2p + 3 > sp/sp+x and set n = r + 2p + 3 . Then all coordinates of y except the first p + 2 and the last p + 1 are larger than sp+x ; that is, the r components yp+i, yp+4, ... , yp+r+i are all greater than sp+x, and so ||y|| > y/rsp+x . Since ||x|| = yfh~, ||ß"|| > y/rsp+x/y/n~ = y/rsp+x/y/r + 2p + 3 > sp > n2/4 -s. This establishes our proposition. □
We now observe that since ô = 1, lim"||ß"|| = n/2, and lim"||C|| = lim" \\AHQ" -QnBn\\ = n2/4, it follows that ô\\Qn\\/\\AnQn -QnBn\\ -n/2 as « -► oo . Therefore c>n/2, where c is the constant in (*). Since c < n/2 is known, the value n/2 is sharp.
Concluding remarks
In this section we indicate an alternate derivation of lim"||C"|| and lim"||ß"||. 
